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Major Responsibilities and Outcomes  

Accountable for the planning, implementation, deliverables, and achievement of 
Easterseals of the Birmingham Area’s fundraising objectives with a primary focus on the 
cultivation and solicitation of major gifts (including, but not limited to planned gifts, 
annual gifts, and capital gifts). Duties include: 

Development Strategy and Donor Relations 

 Clear Development Plan: Implements development plan and calendar that 
include a clear statement of fundraising goals that include revenue goals and 
target dates, and selected fundraising strategies. Donor satisfaction and 
engagement with this process is key, and they should report an excellent 
philanthropic experience with minimal critiques. 

 Endowment Fund: Cultivates and solicits gifts for Easterseals of the Birmingham 
Area’s Endowment Fund and recognizes donors in an appropriate manner. 

 Exceptional Donor Cultivation: Prepares for all donor meetings in line with 
standard operating procedures, makes compelling presentations and pitches and 
leads all cultivation efforts to earn the respect and trust of donors. 

 Develops and executes a communications strategy to support fundraising and 
institutional revenue growth. Proofs all written fundraising materials, including 
reports and acknowledgment letters, with close attention to detail. 

 Grant Writing and Management 

 Mission-Driven, Knowledgeable, and Accurate Communication: Effectively 
articulates the mission, priorities, and special initiatives of Easterseals of the 
Birmingham Area to a broad range of stakeholders, highlighting past successes 
with fluency. Writing: Develops compelling, relevant, and comprehensive grant 
proposals. Accountable for the drafting and submission of all public and private 
foundation grant proposals. Supports the drafting and submission of government 
proposals, as needed. 

 Collaborative Mindset: Coordinates across departments as necessary to 
organize proposals and campaigns, as well as drive revenue. Supports the 
Executive Director in building and sustaining a culture of philanthropy within 
Easterseals of the Birmingham Area and with Easterseals of the Birmingham 
Area’s partners.  
 

 

 



Event Management  

 Strategic Coordination: Plans and coordinates special events from inception to 
completion. 

 Volunteer Management: Leads volunteers in all Development events including 
the annual luncheon, Mardi Gras Ball, BBQ at the Zoo, cultivation events and 
other special events. 

 Committees: Builds and manages event committees consisting of volunteers and 
staff and works with them to ensure successful event planning and execution. 

 Liaise with Vendors: Works with vendors to select and secure event venues, 
rentals, audio-visual components, speakers, caterers, and more while keeping 
the budget in mind. 

 Fiscal: Manages and tracks event budgets, including reconciliation, submitting 
invoices and credit card statements for processing. 

 Acknowledgments: Executes timely sponsor and donor acknowledgment. 

 Administration and Evaluation 

 Organization and Time Management: Manages a grants calendar of letters of 
intent and grants. Ensures that all deadlines are met in a timely manner. 
Required grant evaluation is developed and conducted to achieve outcomes. 

 Proactive Evaluation: Ensures smooth reporting by leading the determination of 
quantitative and qualitative evaluation methods for grant requirements in 
advance. This includes determining outcomes, benchmarks, methods of 
measurement, logic models, etc. 

 Collateral Production: Implements systems and tools that ensure all relevant 
funders, board members, staff, and partners in fundraising/revenue development 
have the tools they need to support Easterseals of the Birmingham Area’s 
development. 

 Critical Competencies 

 Proven record of accomplishment of identifying, cultivating, and stewarding 
donors. 

 Outstanding interpersonal skills in managing external relationships, building trust 
with high-level stakeholders and conveying compelling opportunities through 
public speaking engagements, networking events, and other opportunities for 
relationship development. 

 Self-motivated, innovative, and can work with considerable independence within 
the context of an overall strategy, team environment, and variety of diverse 
stakeholders. 

 Ability to maintain a high level of poise and professionalism in all circumstances. 
 Ability to handle a variety of projects in a fast-paced environment while 

maintaining accuracy and completion in a timely manner. 
 Capable of working diplomatically with a variety of personalities. 
 Exceptional organization and communication skills, both verbal and written. 



 Tenacious and adaptable 
 Flexibility in work schedule outside normal working hours 
 Commitment to Easterseals of the Birmingham Area’s mission, vision, and 

values. 
 Bachelor's degree or equivalent knowledge + 5 – 7 years' relevant experience, or 

Master’s or equivalent knowledge + 3 – 5 years’ relevant experience 

Typical Physical Demands:  Work may require sitting for long periods of time; also 
standing, stooping, bending and reaching required. May require lifting up to 30 pounds. 
Requires manual dexterity sufficient to operate a computer, calculator, telephone, 
copier, and other office equipment as necessary. Requires normal range of hearing and 
vision. Requires periodic driving. Requires ability to work under stressful conditions and 
to work with irate individuals. 

Typical Working Conditions:  Work is sometimes performed in an office environment 
and in the community. Involves frequent contact with staff and the public. Requires 
ability to work under stressful conditions and meet deadlines effectively. Requires some 
irregular work hours. Contact may involve dealing with angry or upset people.  

 
 


